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A Threat with a pistol on the Back: 
Third Defense Method
Move away: strike; lock; dislocate; strike; strike. 
1. A threat while holding the shoulder. 
2. Move away by turning inwardly and to the left. 
3. Strike the cheek.
4. Lock the attacker’s wrist.
5. Turn fast to the right and loosen the elbow and shoulder. 
6. Stabilize the armed arm and stabilize your hands to strike. 
7. A strike on the back of the attacker’s neck.
8. Twist the arm to dislocate it and remove the weapon. 
9. After disarming him, raise it in order to strike the attacker.
10. A finishing strike on the back neck. 
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A Threat with a Pistol from the Back:
Fourth Defense Method
Move away; strike; lock; dislocate; strike; dislocate; strike. 
1. A threat while holding the shoulder. 
2. Move away to the right while spinning.
3. A strike on the neck while locking the armed arm. 
4. Raise the attacker’s arm and begin to dislocate his wrist inwardly. Continue to do so while 
putting your body forward. 
5. Should the attacker resist, strike him on the neck. 
6. Continue the dislocation process until you drop him to the ground and hold him down with 
your right knee. 
7. Disarm and raise it in order to get ready for the next strike.
8. A finishing strike.
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A Threat with a revolver 
Defense Method: Dodge; loosen; strike; pressure; strike. 
1. Attacker threatens by pressing the revolver on your cheek and asks for money. 
2. Pretend to take money out of your pocket to deceive him. 
3. Dodge and stabilize the armed hand. 
4. Loosen the wrist inwardly. 
5. Strike him on the eye and continue the loosening process. 
6. Continue to loosen while exerting pressure on the neck and mouth. 
7. Reaction from intensity of previous moves. 
8. A strike on the side of the neck. 
10. Remove the weapon and control the attacker and his weapon.  
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A Frontal Threat with a Long Weapon: 
First Defense Method  
Move away: strike: twist: strike
1. A threat with a machine gun slung on the shoulder. 
2. Turn and move the barrel away from you.
3. Strike while stabilizing and maintaining the barrel in a side direction.
4. Clasp the sole of the foot with the right hand and perform a lever [TC: Sic].
5. Continue to perform the lever and aim the muzzle at the attacker.
6. Force him to fall to the ground under the impact of the lever and aim the muzzle at his chest. 
7. Strike him on the chest with the muzzle and control him. He surrenders. 
8. Remove the weapon and take a step backward while observing him. 
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A Frontal Threat with a Long Weapon: 
Second Defense Method 
Dodge; strike; lock; strike; throw to the ground; strike. 
1. A threat with a machine gun from the front. 
2. Dodge while turning and firmly holding the barrel.
3. Strike on the neck with the hand edge. 
4. Change hands and hit the neck with the forearm. 
5. Throw your opponent to the ground and hit him with the sole of the foot below the abdomen. 
6. Strike his neck to finish him off. 
7. Unarm him. 
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A Frontal Threat with a Long Weapon: 
Third Defense Method 
Dodge: strike: stabilize: lever: throw to the ground: strike. 
1. A threat from the front with a semi-automatic or automatic shotgun. 
2. Dodge by turning and stabilize the barrel of the weapon. 
3. Strike below the abdomen. 
4. Press the weapon on the neck (lever). 
5. Continue to press down until the attacker falls to the ground. 
6. Attacker falls to the ground. 
7. A finishing strike on his chest. 
8. Unarm him. 
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A Threat to the Back with a Long Weapon: 
Fourth Defensive Method: Turn: dodge: strike: press: strike: strike. 
1. A threat with an automatic weapon. 
2. Turn left toward the attacker.
3. Strike his neck with the edge of the hand, palm up. 
4. Break his balance to the back and hit him on the back of his knee with the rear of your foot. 
5. Continue to break his balance and continue the pressure on the back of his knee with your 
foot. 
6. Continue the pressure until the attacker kneels down. Hold him by his hair.
7. Exert forceful pressure on the back of his knee and pull his hair forcefully to the back. 
8. Strike his neck with the edge of the hand. 
9. Unarm him. 
10. A final strike below his abdomen to finish him off. 
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Attack with a Sharp Weapon
Confronting an opponent carrying a pistol is more dangerous than confronting one carrying a 
knife. But a knife provokes more feelings of fear, especially if it is held by a criminal. What 
make an attacker dangerous and deadly, is his desperate psychological state and not his combat 
skills. It would be ridiculous for someone facing an armed person with a knife to believe that he 
can defend himself without running a big risk,
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since the attacker often employs non-technical and unexpected combat maneuvers. 
 
A defender must know that any hesitancy or delay may probably means certain death, even if the 
assailant is young, inexperienced, or appears to be less strong than the defender. An assailant 
with a knife has an edge over the defender from the technical and physical standpoint, for he has 
decided to use the knife without any leniency and has the initiative element of movement. A 
trainee should therefore know this fact and understand it well and master it during the training so 
that he can employ efficiently the appropriate defense maneuver he has learned. 
 
Confronting an armed opponent on the street is completely different for a trainee when he is 
confronting a training partner at the training field. This is due to the opponent’s desperate state 
and his instinct to do evil. The trainer should teach his trainees how to confront the emotion and 
agitation of an assailing opponent during the training session. 
 
We do not say that to inflate the difficulty of confronting a knife attack, for if we can understand 
the danger involved, we will increase our chances of survival. A trainee should fully realize that 
the deadly danger is exposed the moment a knife appears in the hand of the assailant. There is no 
time for hesitation, and this should be overcome in training. 
 
The person who attacks with a knife is usually more aggressive than the person who attacks with 
a pistol or a stick, since stabbing and dismembering requires courage and undaunted psychology. 
Military experiments show that only few soldiers who receive training in the use of a knife can 
use it effectively, even though they had equal training and theoretical instructions. 
 
It is also essential to know the differences between the types of knife attacks, since each requires 
a special handling. Although the assailant should be handled using the same psychological 
approach, the method of repelling the assailant varies according to the method he uses. 
 
The skilled assailant: 
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The most effective method of using the knife practically in close combat was developed by the 
English (William Fairbairn), member of the English Special Forces, during World War Two. He 
was sent to the U.S.A. to train the secret agents on his close combat method using just a hand and 
a knife. Other contributors to this art are two Americans named “Anthony Peddle” and “John 
Styres”. The attacker who employs one of their methods is considered a skilled fighter regardless 
of how he learned the method. You can tell a well-trained fighter from his posture and the way 
he holds the knife. The hold employed by the skilled combatant is illustrated in Figure 1, page 30 
[TC: Sic]. 
 
It is a stable, strong and flexible hold, free of any convulsion or nervousness. With this hold one 
can execute a stab, a slit, or a whipping strike quickly without a need to change the hold. The 
opponent is unable to discern the intention of the assailant. 
 
The appropriate posture of the well-trained attacker enables him to perform all moves in total 
equilibrium without exposing himself to an unbalanced posture when stabbing or slitting his 
opponent. The posture captured by the figure above is Styres’ posture for close combat. It was 
adopted from a fencing posture. Fairbairn’s posture does not differ much, however when the 
knife is in the right hand the left foot steps forward while the right foot lags behind, and vice 
versa. 
 
The opponent who applies any of the mentioned holds or postures is a formidable opponent. The 
(combat) technique philosophy focuses on immediately neutralizing the assailant and knocking 
him down instead of attempting to contain and control him, as is the case in many self-defense 
maneuvers. Any attempt to control or subdue an assailant who has mastered the use of a knife in 
combat is suicidal. 
 
Also, any attempt to release the knife from him using a technique that is not 100% certain is not 
acceptable, since these attempts may succeed in shows but not in an actual combat situation. 
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The Unskilled Assailant 
 
An unskilled assailant may be more dangerous than a skilled assailant. Many trainers and self-
defense technique experts are wrong when they consider an unskilled assailant to pose no or little 
danger to the well-trained defender. The unskilled attack may take one of the following forms. 
Once an assailant has chosen one of them it is difficult for him to change it for another: 
 
#-The upper descending strike shown in Figure 2/3, a strike using this hold is often directed at 
the neck or chest. If successful this strike can cause a considerable psychological and physical 
shock to the victim due to its force. The impact comes not only from the sharp blade but also 
from the force of the strike. The small pocketknife can cause considerable damage if used in an 
upper strike and with full force. Using any knife can cause a serious or fatal injury in some cases. 
There are some impractical and impossible repelling techniques that may be proposed by some, 
such as the one featured in Figure 4, for the assailant’s hand will in most cases find its way to the 
defender’s chest through his hand, especially on the side of the thumb. 
 
#- The lower or ascending strike illustrated in Figure 5. The hold is similar to that of a hammer 
and two types of strikes can be executed using this hammer-like strike. The first is a stab from 
down up and the target in this case is the abdomen or the area below the bellybutton. 
The second is the side hook strike from the side of the defender to his face, neck or torso. Like 
the upper strike, if the lower strike is delivered with full force it will cause a shock in addition to 
the injury caused by the knife, Again, it is impossible to repel this strike with a fist as shown in 
Figure 4, since the force of the strike will penetrate this defense onto the defender’s body. 
 
Back Slit: 
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It is executed with the same hold as with the upper strike, but the move here is lateral and mostly 
directed at the face, neck, or torso.  
 
Soldiers in most cases look scared when they confront actual close combat, either because they 
forgot what they have learned or because they freeze out of fear. The problem is solved through 
mental and physical re-training. 
 
Soldiers study meditation to strengthen their (memory) and not forget what they have learned 
when faced with a crisis and avoid standing with their hand tied or frozen when confronted with 
a difficulty. This depends on the proper mental state of the soldier. The rule provided is the basic 
logical rule for close-range compact. 
 
Advice: 
If you want to see something clearly do not stare at it much, but take a quick and focused look at 
it, then examine the specifics mentally. 
 
Do not take action when you are angry or confused, rather control your nerves and move 
according to your resources. Act as if you were not worried about the consequences.  
 
A Muslim must learn the techniques of close combat and the dexterity of disarming an opponent 
until this matter becomes natural for him. 
 
Setting aside emotion is critical to success in close combat; emotion should become secondary. 
Trainees should have clear minds free of any preoccupations when training with a training 
partner in close combat. 
 
Applying Training: 
To become an able fighter, the mujahid may use methods to increase and develop his mental 
capabilities, those that have been used for years before. 
 
Force and How to acquire it: 
This is achieved by continuous exercises, incessant and daily efforts to strengthen development, 
imagination, speed and flexibility 
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so anyone can achieve the ultimate physical and mental goals. 
 
Close combat – man to man – is considered a microcosm of war (individual war). 
Removing the assailant’s weapon when the Mujahid is unarmed will probably be the most 
dangerous thing in face-to-face close combat, since the Mujahid might not have a second chance. 
Therefore, the Mujahid should be vigilant and become fully aware of this fact. 
 
Disarming methods were developed between 1930 and 1940 when Britain and the United States 
trained army troops and commandoes for dangerous missions behind enemy lines. 
 
The fundamentals of close combat depend on the inter-relationship of the following factors: 
1. The (mental) and psychological state. 
2. The physical condition. 
3. Tactics of close combat. 
 
Physical Exercise: 
Physical training in addition to elasticity, coordination, endurance and internal and external 
physical strength exercises, coupled with jumping ropes, running, weight lifting, gymnastics, and 
other exercises will have a positive effect on an individual’s physical fitness. 
 
Moves Theory: 
Tactics and moves in close combat have two benefits. The first involves the use of a fatal tactic 
when under a fatal attack.  
Use a continuous tactic such as the repelling method in order to neutralize the assailant’s actions. 
According to the close combat theory, offensive methods are more successful and effective than 
defensive methods. When you are exposed to a dangerous attack you should attack back. 
 
Disarming Rules: 
The problem of disarming an opponent resides in two things: 

1. We are initially in danger because of the weapon. 
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2. The live force directing the weapon (assailant). 
 

In order to keep danger away you must cut off the source of fear by paralyzing the attacker. All 
disarming methods based on illogical theories have proven unsuccessful. They are very 
dangerous when applied practically because they are unsuccessful and if used, you would 
become a victim. The attacking person becomes quiet dangerous if he is physically strong and in 
full control of his nerves (not even partially unconscious). He will fight desperately in order to 
restore his control of his weapon and he will not give you a chance to trick and disarm him. The 
free motion of hands, legs, knees, head, and even the teeth of the weapon holder continues to 
pose a deadly danger to the defender so long as the assailant remains active and uninjured. 
 
The weapon carrier must completely lose hope when he loses his weapon. 
When stopping a suspicious person you must take a close and scrutinizing look at all parts of his 
body, especially his hands. If the suspicious person suddenly hides his hands behind his back or 
behind his neck, inside his jacket or shirt you must instantly and swiftly kick him in the testicles 
area, and the kick must be as forceful and swift as you can Figure 10. 
 
Screaming while kicking will increase the kick’s force and drive fear and tension in the 
suspicious person together with surprise and shock. You must immediately follow up either by 
using your personal pistol or by attacking him without a weapon in order to gain superiority and 
mastery over him. 
 
A policeman should not pull out his weapon when the opponent has already reached his weapon 
for two reasons: 
1. The opponent is faster than the policeman in using the weapon. 
2. A kick takes lesser time than drawing and using the weapon.  
Throwing the opponent to the ground quickly by a kick and a blow will spare you the trouble of 
firing at him. More importantly, it will guard you against getting fired at or having the knife 
thrown at you by the opponent. 
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Two Methods to Remove a Knife from an Opponent and Protect Yourself From Him: 
 

(1) Protection by using a chair or a seat.  
A chair or seat represents an effective way of protecting yourself against an attack with a knife. 
Carry the seat as illustrated in Figure 11. This method was adopted by the British Special Forces 
in World War II and by British Intelligence. Note that the assailant will not be able to reach you 
no matter how far he can move the knife. Do not throw the chair at him but continue to poke and 
hit him while moving it forward to attack him, use it also to push him and throw him to the 
ground. 

 
Throwing pieces of furniture or house appliances at the opponent is good when there is no better 
and more intelligent way of attacking him, or when you are not able to attack him freely and 
accurately for lack of space or for other reasons. 
 
2. Throwing items while kicking him: 
Anything that can be picked up and thrown is good to use as a weapon to distract the opponent. 
These include: 
A policeman’s gloves or helmet 
Glasses 
Keys 
Dust Soil 
Telephone 
Magazines or newspapers 
Ashtrays 
Pencils 
Dirt 
A glass full of any kind of liquid 
Salt and pepper 
Teacup or teapot 
 
Or any other thing capable of distracting the opponent for one second, which is all the time 
needed. When you throw these things kick his testicles forcefully or give him a sidekick to the 
knee joints to fracture them. This should be very effective. After that, continue to kick the 
opponent forcefully and angrily until he falls to the ground and is finished.  
Be careful not to wrestle with the opponent to remove the knife from his hand. 
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Dodging or guarding against the strike of a knife is required more than just repelling the attack. 
Sometimes repelling is important and required but dodging the strike is the preferred method. 

In close combat it is preferable to use the dodging method when the distance between you and 
your opponent is sufficient enough to allow you to take the appropriate dodging posture. If the 
distance is appropriate you will have a better chance to perform the required reaction to avert the 
strike. On the other hand, the repelling method does not depend on your axial motion, so unlike 
dodging it will not require you to greatly move from your position in order to evade the strike. 
The repelling technique is appropriate for defense in sudden situations in constrained places such 
as corridors, telephone booths and elevators. When using the repelling or dodging technique a 
trainee should be allowed to attempt to remove the weapon from the opponent through physical 
force, since the repelling or dodging process must be immediately followed by hitting the 
opponent forcefully and breaking his limbs. In special cases you may have to kill him. 

In order to dodge the strike efficiently you need to be able to follow the motion of the knife 
clearly as it approaches you. Dodging will thus often be successful.
Dodging an opponent’s stab requires little physical force, for it only requires a simple contact 
between you and the opponent’s hand carrying the weapon (unlike repelling in which a chair or 
another object is used). It involves diverting the force of the opponent’s strike to an empty space 
and pushing away his strike so that it will not hurt you. 

When employing the dodging technique your body must move as a whole with agility and 
harmony with your opponent’s movement while pushing away his strike. Counter attack must 
commence immediately after the dodging process has been completed and when all your 
concentrated force is ready for use.
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Attack with an Upper Stab: 

To dodge an upper knife strike, look cautiously at the attacker who is approaching you (Figure 
12). This is a very important step. To get used to performing it, train your eyes to follow closely 
your opponent. Note that the aggressor holds the knife in his right hand. Bend and move quickly 
to the right side of your opponent and behind his hand while directing the upper strike internally 
(Figure 13).

This strike will change the path of the opponent’s strike to a secure place no matter how 
powerful he is. As soon as the opponent’s strike ends begin you counter attack. 
You can choose any of several techniques to accomplish that. 
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1. Use your right hand or the hand you used to avert the strike. Hit your opponent’s nose or neck 
with the edge of your thumb or forearm (Figure 15). 
Follow that with a left hand punch on your opponent’s kidney while twisting your body 
completely with the punch in order to make it powerful (Figure 16). With your left hand, grab 
your opponent’s collar, hair or nose from behind then strike him on the right side of his neck 
(Figure 17), causing a shock to the pulmonary nerve and carotid artery, then kick one of his 
knees from behind (Figure 18). 
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After that, pull him quickly to the back and throw him to the ground. Once he is on the ground 
you can do anything you want to him until he dies by kicking his head, chest or neck. You 
should do that without any leniency in order to control him. 

2. Lift your leg until your knee is close to your stomach. There, you will be in a good position to 
direct lateral kicks to the opponent’s knees. Hit your opponent’s kidneys with your right hands or 
hit his head. When the opponent is about to fall deal him several punches on the head, arteries 
and kidneys until he drops to the ground. If he is carrying a knife you should intensify your kicks 
and strikes. 

3. Once you have averted the strike step behind the opponent and reach his eyes with your 
right hand to scratch them with your fingers while pulling his head to the back in order to follow 
up your attack by hitting his neck and windpipe, thus completing your attack on him (Figure 20). 
There are several moves that you can employ to avert the strike by using the left hand and arm. 
Pull yourself to the right side of the opponent using your left foot, and then use your left hand to 
push the opponent from inside his arm until he leans toward you (Figure 21). 
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As a result, you will be in a position to hit him on the nose with your left hand (Figure 22). 
Follow that with a forceful strike from your right elbow or a strong punch to his ribs (Figure 23). 
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A kick on the knee joint will be sufficient to throw him to the ground and then continue to beat 
and kick him. 

Averting a strike with the left hand results in the opponent surging forward due to his forward 
momentum while attempting to stab you. At this moment and when you are completely behind 
him, it is preferable to give him a forceful kick at the area below the spinal column (Figure 24) 
while continuing to punch and kick him in other areas.  

After learning and continuously practicing those moves, you can change them as long as you 
know the basics.  

You should also get used to confronting left-handed and right-handed opponents, and focus on 
the area in which you find yourself weak such as confronting a person holding the weapon in his 
left hand. 
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Attack with a Straight Stab:
When the attacker stabs with his right hand, pivot on your left leg and push with your left hand 
inwardly while positioning your right leg to the back (Figure 25). When the strike is diverted 
away from you, turn quickly toward the opponent while dealing a forceful right hand punch to 
his ribs or kidneys 

(Figure 26). Follow the same steps mentioned earlier. 

There is another method to avert the strike. It consists of turning your body to the left when he 
strikes you with his right hand; use your right hand to repel his right hand holding the weapon 
(Figure 27). Your new position enables you to kick him easily and forcefully in the testicles 
(Figure 28). Complete the attack as in the previous exercises.
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Attack with an Upward Stab: 
Averting an upward strike can be accomplished by pushing away the attacking hand (Figure 29) 
at the time you move your body 

to the left, and then kick your opponent in the testicles (Figure 30) 

There is still another method to avert the strike. Turn your body slightly while using your left 
hand to push away your opponent’s hand (Figure 31) and then hit your opponent with your right 
hand on the nose and eyes (Figure 32) while continuing your sweeping attack as in the previous 
exercises.
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Defense by Repelling a Knife Attack: 
Using the repelling method against a knife attack means that you will counter the stab force 
directly. This is the least efficient method of dealing with a knife; however you should learn this 
method in order to counter unexpected stabs. Moreover, this method requires limited movement.  
 
When faced with no other choice, properly using your hand to repel the attack in the opposite 
direction will save your life.  
 
The repelling method requires courage, aggressiveness and physical force. These should be 
developed through continuous training. While repelling, move your whole weight in the direction 
of the hand with which you repel the attack. Any hesitancy and cowardice while the stab is being 
directed at you would abort your repelling action and may cost you your life. Nothing will save 
you like exerting all possible effort. 
 
You must know that you will lose nothing when you put all your energy in the defensive posture 
when confronted by surprise stab directed at a specific area of your body.  
Never try to hold the knife or the hand holding it (Chapter Five) 
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Repelling a Downward Strike: 
Do not use the tip of your palm (used in some Karate maneuvers) to repel a knife stab, but use 
the front of your arm near the wrist, because the arm is wider than the palm side and because you 
can ensure a better contact with the opponent’s hand while the palm is small and by using it you 
may fail to come in contact with your opponent’s hand. 
Additionally, you can throw your body weight behind the arm, something you cannot do with 
your palm.
To repel a strike coming from above lift your hands forcefully to collide with the opponent’s 
hand coming down (Figure 33). 
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Repelling an Upward Stab with the Arm:
When the stab is directed at you from below pull your left hand forcefully downward to repel the 
opponent’s right arm.  

It is very essential that you repel during the attack (Figure 36). Do not pull your hand from the 
repelling position because the opponent’s hand may move forward allowing the knife to hit vital 
areas of your body or penetrate sensitive areas easily.
At the same time use your right fingers to hit your opponent’s eyes (Figure 37), while kicking his 
testicles (Figure 38), causing him to fall to the ground so you can continue to kick him. 

There is another method to repel the same stab by using the front of your right hand. 
At the same time turn your right arm downward and to the right and continue to kick your 
opponent in the testicles or punch his ribs (Figure 40). 
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You can continue your attack on the opponent by poking his eyes or fracturing his nose with 
your left hand after pulling closer to him. When you are close to your opponent and want to hit 
him in the testicles you should preferably hit him with the leg rather than with the instep.
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Repelling an Inward Straight Stab using the Arm: 
 
The front direct stab is the most difficult to repel, especially if the distance between you and your 
opponent is close. It is also the most dangerous. 
As soon as you pick up the opponent’s initial move to attack push your hand forcefully against 
his at the wrist area, pushing it downward. 
 
At the same time use your other hand (right hand) to punch your opponent or squeeze his 
testicles. You can also head-butt your opponent’s head to shock and distract him for some time. 
And instead of hitting your opponent’s testicles you can hit his eyes. 
 
When your opponent’s power collapses push away his knife carrying hand away from you, then 
direct forceful and effective strikes to sensitive areas on his body. 
 
* There is a good probability that you will err a little and be hit by your opponent’s sword or 
knife; however an injury to your hand is better than an injury to the neck or abdomen. Your 
exposure to an injury or a scratch on your hand as a result of repelling the attack is irrelevant 
compared with the other alternative, death. 
 
Self-defense against a person armed with a knife is possible without sustaining injuries or 
wounds. But you have to be mentally and psychologically prepared to accept the wounds when 
encountering such a person. 
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Repelling with your hands crossed: 
This technique is often observed in karate contests (Form 41). It is not considered a major 
method for repelling and defense, except when used in clubs or against counter kicks. The main 
benefit of this method is force, which is more appropriate for women. However, this repelling 
method appears to be somewhat slow, because you will need time to cross your hands, and this 
may be double the time needed to repel with one hand which can be performed successfully by 
any able person. Furthermore, the knife stabbing move is much faster than the kicking move 
used in karate clubs and where they use the hand crossing technique to repel it. If some trainees 
find themselves naturally inclined to use the crossing method and can perform that inherently 
and swiftly (only a seasoned trainer can judge their capability in this regard), then they have to 
use it. (They should perform this as a beneficial need.) 
 
The continuation of the attack on the opponent is performed using the same steps as in the 
previous exercises. 
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Knife in an Immobile Position:
Using a knife to scare and threaten is less dangerous. You have to learn three rules to deal with a 
knife in an immobile position. 

1. Move away, hit, or push the knife away from you while maintaining your grip on the arm 
or wrist of the opponent carrying the knife, if possible. 

2. If the opponent is aiming the knife at your back from behind you have to take a quick 
glance behind you to identify the hand holding the knife before making any move. 

3. Follow that with kicks, punches and blows to delicate and vital parts of the opponent’s 
body. If the opponent is holding a knife to your neck from the front or back, this is 
considered a dangerous threat (Figure 43). 
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If you know that your opponent is going to use a knife, you must respond. After repelling and 
moving the opponent’s knife carrying hand, clasp it, not to take the knife but to help you 
maintain your balance. Direct a forceful kick to the opponent’s kidneys (Figure 44). 
In some critical situations it would be preferable to hold the knife itself, but you should take into 
consideration that your hand might sustain a big cut. Clasping the knife should be done with full 
concentration and in one second pull the knife and throw it away, and then continue to attack 
your opponent. 
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Attack with a Baton 
 

A person who is trained in the use of a baton can certainly and easily use it to kill an unarmed 
person. But defending against a baton is easier than defending against a knife. 
 
An Opponent Who is Unskilled in the Use of a Baton: 
The common way of using a baton by unskilled personnel is to hold it tightly and hit the head of 
the opponent from the top. Such an attack is relatively easy to deal with provided that you know 
when the attack begins and follow it continuously. The assumption is that you are reasonably fit 
and have mastered some defense techniques against the use of the baton. 
 
A Skilled Opponent Using a Baton: 
() As a close combat weapon, the baton has the following advantages: 
 
Your effective range with a baton is wider than the effectual range without a baton. 
 
() A baton would provide you greater and more effective force than if you were just using your 
hands and legs. 
 
() It provides you the psychological support for being armed against an unarmed opponent, even 
if the weapon is slung on your side (as is the case with a policeman). 
 
() A baton is used in two types of attacks resulting in direct, swift and serious injuries. The first 
of these attacks is when the strike is used as a punch on the desired target. The second attack is 
when the baton is used as a sword for stabbing, poking and directing strikes to the eyes, the neck, 
the stomach and the kidneys. 
 
() A baton is a multiple-purpose weapon in the hand of an untrained opponent 
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Using the Baton: 
We will explain here how to defend against this technique of attack. Always protect your back, 
since there are many ways to attack from the back in which a knife or wires are used to 
completely paralyze the victim even if he is well experienced in combat maneuvers. Therefore, 
you should always be in places that would provide protection to your back. 
A baton becomes useless as soon as you repel its strike or dodge it, unlike the knife, which 
remains dangerous as long as it is held by your opponent. Also, the knife is dangerous in itself 
because it is sharp and can easily cause injury while a baton is only dangerous when it is used by 
an opponent. 
You can use steel tubes, copper bars, or even chair legs instead of a baton. 
If you want to control your opponent under normal conditions hit him on his lower leg muscle 
while pushing him to the back (Figure 48). 
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A strike on this muscle is painful and may paralyze the opponent’s leg for some time and prevent 
him from standing up. 
When you are ready grab the baton and position it in front of your waist (Figure 49) while 
stepping back slightly with one of your legs in order to maintain a better balance. 
If the opponent is close by and tries to take the baton from you head-butt him or kick his knee 
joint with your leg (Figure 50). 

If the opponent grabs the end of the baton and tries to pull it away from you, then one of his feet 
is straight, and that is the foot you should kick because it will be easier to break. 
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Stripping an Opponent of a Baton: 
After repelling, dodging or pushing away a baton strike, victory comes to the most aggressive 
person. 
 
When a person receives a hit with a baton unexpectedly everything will be over for him. You can 
only surprise and strike a person from behind when he is unaware. There is almost no other way 
to hit a person with a baton without him being aware.   
 
Agility and energy are essential to a successful defense. A defender should not be scared by an 
opponent carrying a baton. 
 
Basic Movement: 
The instinctual action performed by a person when he faces someone carrying a baton is to step 
back a little, thinking (I am going to stay away so that the opponent and his weapon cannot reach 
me) This is a mistake. What is required is the very opposite of this. One advantage of the baton is 
that it provides a wider striking range. 
 
Initial Repels: 
There is a basic rule you must understand well and follow when dealing with a baton. 
A baton that is still and does not move is useless. Stopping the motion of a baton in the hand of 
an opponent is the best thing you can do before the baton moves in your direction. You must 
know that the first step is to advance toward the opponent quickly as soon as he tries to aim the 
weapon at you. 
 
With exception of those who are well experienced, attackers usually pause a second before 
starting the attack again. This is like an unskilled boxer who prepares his fist in a certain posture 
as if to tell you what his next move would be. 
 
During training it is preferable to use an actual baton to break the psychological barrier and fear 
of this tool - or any other weapon you receive training on – when you see it in the hand of your 
opponent. You should be careful, however, during the training. 
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(*) First Exercise: 
The opponent begins his attack on you with a baton. He raises it high and tries to hit you with it 
on the side of your head (near your ear), which is one of the most common strikes. This exercise 
is performed slowly to master it. It should then be repeated more realistically. 
The moment your opponent raises the baton to strike you, move forward, your eyes closely 
watching him while maintaining your balance, then incline your body forward pushing your arm 
forcefully against the opponent’s arm (Figure 51). 
 
You should not continue to attack. This exercise is designed to train on this segment only and to 
get used to the proper response to this strike. Trainees should play the role of an attacker and 
then a defender. The exercise is repeated twenty times – ten times for attack and ten times for 
defense. 
 
Second Exercise: 
In this exercise the opponent tries to aim a side strike at the defender who takes off at the same 
time in the direction of the opponent using his hand to repel the  strike at the outset, for the strike 
initially is weak but when it reaches halfway toward you it becomes much stronger (Figure 52). 
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As illustrated in the picture, your arm should be against your opponent’s arm and you should 
continuously be looking toward him. This is very important and you must learn it well and apply 
it always. 
 
Then perform the following steps, directly attack your opponent who should be your sole focus 
since the danger he represents would not stop after you have repelled his strike.  
 
This exercise is repeated twenty times – ten times as a defender and ten times as an attacker. You 
should not prefer one role over the other in order to master this technique completely. 
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(1) Repelling for Defense: 
As soon as the opponent begins his attack on you from above (Figure 53) you are supposed to 
begin your response. Move forward quickly to cause your arm to clash with his in order to repel 
the strike  
 

  forcefully and swiftly (Figure 54). 
 
The repelling process must be supported by your body weight. You must incline your body 
slightly forward to complete the repel posture. Your head should also be protected by your arm 
which will repel the strike. 
 
You should not attempt to grab the baton or the opponent’s fist or hand because this will take 
much time and you may not be successful, resulting in a delay in executing the counter attack 
which will strike the opponent and destroy him. 
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One counterattack techniques involves striking your opponent’s testicles with your knee while 
hitting at the same time his mouth (jaw) with all the force you can muster. 
 
Or you can clasp his throat or eyes with your fingers (Figure 56) or strike his eyes with your 
fingers. 
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(2) Repelling for Defense: 
 
This technique is considered more advanced than the previous techniques in terms of stripping 
the opponent of the weapon, it is also simple to use. 
 
As soon as you notice that the opponent trying to attack you, move forward toward him quickly 
and repel his strike while moving your body slightly forward (Figure 57). 
 
While repelling the strike lower your hand to wrap it around the opponent’s arm and bring it to 
your side (Figure 58). This will provide you an excellent opportunity for a counterattack and will 
render the club useless as a weapon. 
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Follow this with a knee kick to the opponent’s testicles and strike his mouth with your hand 
(Figure 59). Since the opponent is now in your grip you can continue to kick him and strike him 
in the eyes.  
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()Dodging Technique in Defense: 
 
This technique is effective in direct strikes that are aimed directly over the head.  
 
With continuous training you can repel any strike from the most powerful opponent and with the 
least effort. The dodging and avoidance technique is employed in open places in which you can 
move more freely. 
 
Upon seeing the strike coming toward you, use the dodging technique if the distance between 
you and the opponent is far, but apply the repelling technique if the distance between you and 
your opponent is short. 
 
When you dodge a strike you change its direction and do not stop it as in the case in the repelling 
technique. Apparently any weak person with limited power can become very skilled and 
dangerous through continuous training on the use of dodging and avoidance techniques. 
 
As soon as you see the opponent’s strike coming at you, move to the left in the same direction 
[TC: Illegible] the opponent away and downward (Figure 60). 
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There is no need to hold your opponent’s hand or pull the weapon from him. But that would fine 
if feasible. The counter attack will be effective if you execute it quickly. 
The appropriate method to use in a counterattack depends on the distance between you and your 
opponent after evading his strike. 
 
It is wrong to apply just one technique in a counterattack, since your posture after the dodging 
will change, and you will not be able to predict the distance separating you from your opponent. 
The following steps may be followed after evading the strike. 
They are equally effective provided you execute them with force, speed and resolve. 
 
- Directly after dodging a strike kick the opponent’s stomach or the area below it. 
- Concurrently with the kick you can squeeze the opponent’s testicles. 
- If there is a sufficient distance between you and your opponent give him a sidekick on the spot 
where you executed the dodging, and kick his knee joint to throw him to the ground. 
- If you find yourself after the dodging behind the opponent your best offensive technique is to 
strike his kidneys or his ribs several times (Figure 61). 
- Aim a strike at the opponents belly or ribs with your knee toward the arm used in the dodging 
move. (Figure 62) 
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Hold the opponent’s hair, uniform, or shoulder with the other hand to maintain your balance 

() Using the evading hand strike your opponent’s face, either on the nose, mouth, or eyes. 

-The steps we listed earlier are only basic steps that you can follow in your counter attack against 
the opponent. 

One of the serious mistakes made by trainees is to rely on some techniques they learned and 
believe that it is solely sufficient to defend themselves against a baton. They think that one or 
two techniques are sufficient for this kind of defense. 

But it is essential that they learn dodging first until they master its techniques. Then they should 
learn the subsequent steps.

The steps that must be followed after repelling a strike depend on the feeling that will be 
generated within you upon seeing the opponent’s move to attack you. 

If you get a chance to reach behind your opponent’s back, hold him using the Japanese choke 
technique, as illustrated in Figures 63 and 64. 
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The hand should be behind the opponent’s head (Figure 64). It is used to press his head forward 
while the hand on his neck is used to pressure his throat. Using this technique forcefully can lead 
to breaking the neck. 
 
After dodging the strike and executing a counter attack against the opponent the following steps 
involve throwing the opponent to the ground using any method, such as pushing him forcefully 
or kicking his foot. After he falls to the ground continue to beat him until he is motionless 
(danger). 
 
We have explained earlier the dodging technique using the hand directly opposite the opponent’s 
hand. If the attack is performed with the left hand the dodging should be executed with the right 
hand, and vice versa. The other method involves using the right hand to repel the opponent’s 
right hand strike and vice versa. Keep in mind that the success of dodging a strike depends in 
large part on your body’s movement during the dodging. 
 
If your opponent attacked you swiftly holding a club in his right hand and applying a downward 
motion toward you, step to the left a little and use your right hand to evade the strike, keeping 
your hand open (Figure 65). Using this technique will repel the opponent’s hand from you and 
place you in a safe position. Therefore you should continue your counterattack on the opponent. 
This technique does not require you to clasp your opponent’s hand.  
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There are many techniques you can use in a counter attack: 
(*) You can use the other hand to direct a punch to the opponent’s throat or face. 
(*) The hand that pushed away the strike may be used one more time to poke the opponent’s 
eyes. 
(*) Consider the counter attack techniques featured in the previous exercises and see if one of 
them is appropriate to use here or not. 
 
Other Techniques: 
() Defense against an interior side strike: To defend against such attacks move toward the 
opponent while using your hands to repel the strike, either while the strike is being directed 
against you or as soon as the opponent has moved to attack, then continue your counter attack 
against him (Figure 66). 
 
() Defense against an interior hand strike moving toward the exterior: 
Figures (Figures 67/68) demonstrate the proficient method to repel against such attacks and then 
perform a counterattack  
 
Use both hands to repel the strike then clasp the opponent’s wrist with one hand and hit him with 
the other hand in the face, throat, or nose.  
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